Described below are some of the basic notions of Aubert's theory of ideal systems. For simplicity in connection with our own work we assume that 5 is a commutative monoid (written multiplicatively) with an annihilating zero element (denoted 0). DEFINITION. A closure operation x on a set W is a function which assigns to each subset A C W a unique subset A x C W subject to the following conditions: (i) A C A x for all A C W (ii) A C B x φ A x C B x for all A, B C W NOTE. We do not assume that a closure operation x satisfies the (topological) condition: (A U B) x = A x U B x . In general this condition will not be satisfied. DEFINITION. A pair (5, x) is an ideal system if S is a commutative monoid with zero and x is a closure operation on S which satisfies the following axioms.
x.l {0} x ={0} x.2 AB X C B x for all A,B CS ["multiplicative ideal property"] x.3 AB X C (AB) X for all Λ,B C S ["continuity axiom"]. Several examples of particular ideal systems are discussed in Aubert's extensive survey paper [2] and the reader is referred to that paper for definitions, etc. In a brief note [8], Aubert and Hansen introduced the notion of "module system" over an ideal system as an ancillary device to the theory of ideal systems. Despite the pessimism expressed in that paper, it is our purpose to show that the theory of module systems over ideal systems yields a representation theory analogous to the theory of modules over rings.
Throughout this paper the terminology and notations of category theory have been used as are found in such standard texts as Herrlich and Strecker [14] and Mitchell [22] . The author originally became interested in the problems discussed herein during a course given by Professor Karl E. Aubert at Tufts University during the academic year, 1969-70.
2.
Axioms for module-systems. DEFINITION . Let (5, x) be a fixed ideal system. A left S-set is a set M together with a map S x M -> M, denoted by (s, m) -> sm, satisfying (i) s{tm) = (st)m Vs, t£S,Vm(ΞM (ii) Ira = ra Vra E M (where 1 denotes the identity element of the monoid S). DEFINITION. A pair (M, y) , where M is a (left) S-set and y is a closure operation on M, is a module-system over (S, x) if the following are satisfied:
y.l 3Θ(ΞM such that Ora = θ Vra G M, and {θ} y = {θ}. We shall denote θ = 0. Frequent use shall be made of the following two equivalences which were established by Aubert and Hansen [8] . 1. Axiom y.3 is equivalent to the following statement:
2. Axiom y.4 is equivalent to the following statement:
DEFINITION. Let (S, x) be a fixed ideal system. The category MS consists of objects which are module systems (M,y) over (S, x) and morphisms ξ: (M l5 yi)-»(M 2 ,y 2 ) which are set functions that satisfy the following conditions:
REMARK. Morphism condition (ii), above, is equivalent to:
EXAMPLES.
1. For any fixed ideal system (S, x), let M = A x for some ACS, and y = x. Thus, for B CM, B y = B x , and (M, y) is an object of MS.
2. Let S be the multiplicative semigroup of a commutative ring with identity, and let x be the classical ideal closure, A x = A d = (A) VΛ C 5. Then any module M over the ring, with the classical submodule closure, U y = (17) , is an object of MS.
3. Let S be a commutative monoid with 0 and for each ACS, let A x = SΛ [this closure is called the s-closure]. For any S-set, M, and any U C M, define [/ y = St/ [this closure will be referred to as the s-closure also]. Then (M, y) is an object of MS.
4. Let (S 1 , x) be an ideal system and let M be an 5-set. For any U CM, define U y = U U {0} [this closure will be referred to as the discrete closure on M]. Then (M, y) is an object of MS.
5. Let S = {l/n\ n E Z, rc>0}U{0}. For each ACS, define A x = {s E S I 5^ sup A}; i.e., Λ x = [0, α], where α=supA. Then (S, JC) is an example of an ideal system for which the inclusion x.3 is proper.
The morphisms of MS.
DEFINITION. An S-set M with 0 is called an (S, x)-set provided (0: u) x = 0: u for all uEM.
A map φ: Mi->M 2 from one S-set to another is called an S-map if it satisfies (i) above. Proof Let M be an (S, jc)-set and F = {f: M-* M ϊ , | j E J} be a family of S-maps into objects (M y , y y ), for jEJ.
DEFINITION. Let M be an (S, x)-set and G = {g y : M y -> M | y E /} be a family of S-maps from objects (M y , y y ) to M. The finest closure system, y, on M (if one exists) such that (M, y) is an object of MS and such that each g y is a morphism, will be called the closure system which is coinduced in M by the family G. Let P = {U C M | (gj\U)) yj = gj\U) for all j E J}. G is called a covering family of S-maps into M if (1) for each UEP, 3jEJ such that g } (gj\U)) = U; and (2) OEP. Proof. Let M and G be as described above and let P be as defined above. Let Q = {U E P \ (U: m) x 
Proof, (a) Suppose φ is a monomorphism such that φ(u) = φ(v) for some u, v E M λ . Define (M 3 , y 3 ) by: M 3 = S v 5, the disjoint union of two copies of S (labeled with u and v, respectively) with the zero elements identified, and U y3 = (U Π S u ) x U (17 Π S v ) x V(7 C M 3 . In fact, this construction is a special case of the more general construction of the coproduct of S with itself, which is discussed in §4. Let ψι'. M 3 -> M λ be defined by the rule: ψ 1 (s u )=su and φ ι (s v )=sv VsEίS. Define φ 2 : M 3 -> Mi by the rule: ψ 2 (s u ) = sv and ψ 2 (s Ό ) = su Vs E S. ^ and φ 2 are morphisms such that φψ ι = φψ 2 . Since φ is monic, it follows that ψi = ψ 2 ; i.e., u = v. The example which precedes Proposition 8 also illustrates the fact that a morphism in MS might be both monic and epic and yet fail to be an isomorphism; i.e., MS is not balanced. Another way of characterizing this situation is to note that the forgetful functor F: MS -» SET does not reflect isomorphisms. It follows (Proposition 32.5 [14] ) that MS is not an algebraic category.
Categorical constructions in ΛfS.
THEOREM 9. MS has Products.
Proof. Let {(M h y y ) | j G /} be a family of objects of MS. Let ΠM ; denote the cartesian product of the sets M y (/' G /). For each (m ; ) G ΠM ; and each 5ES, define s(m ; ) = (sm ; ). Let 0 denote (0 ; ) and observe that, for all (nίj)E. ΠM ; , 0: (ra ; ) = Π {0: m } | / G /}, the latter being an intersection of x-ideals in S. Thus, ΠM y , is an (S, x)-set. For each k G /, define TΓ/c: ΠM, -> M k by the rule, π k ((m y )) = m k (this is the canonical projection map from the cartesian product to its factors). Let Πy ; be the system induced in ΠM, by the family of projections, {τr ; | / G /}. Then, for each U C ΠM, U Πy , = Π WdiΓiiU))*)
I / e /} = x {(π,(t/)) y/ I / G /}. It is easy to verify that (ΠM ; , Πy,) is the product.
NOTATION. M X X M 2 will frequently be used to denote the product, Tί{Mj I / = 1,2}, of two objects of MS. The corresponding closure system will be denoted, y x x y 2 . 
. Clearly (ΣΛζ , Σy ; ) is an object of MS and each map δ k is a morphism. Note that Σy y is the closure system coinduced in ΣM, by the family of inclusions, {δ ; | j G J}. It is not hard to verify that (ΣΛfJ ,Σy y ) is the coproduct.
DEFINITION. An object of MS is free if it is of the form ΣM y (/ G /), where for each j G /, (M ; , y,) = (S, x). We denote such an object (F(/), y *) and refer to the index set / as the basis for the free object (F(/), y *).
REMARK. In particular, (S, JC) is free with basis {1}. REMARK. It follows immediately from the above definition that if (M, y) is projective, then (M, y') is projective for any closure system y' (on M) which is finer than y. Thus, since the s-system is the finest possible closure system for M, each projective object in the category ENS-S of all S-sets determines a family of projective objects of MS and, conversely, each projective object of MS determines a projective object of ENS-S, PROPOSITION 13. Let (M, y) REMARK. In the category R -Mod, of left R -modules, an object is a retract of a free iff it is a direct summand of a free. The following example demonstrates that this is not the case in general in MS.
EXAMPLE. Let S = {0,1, a, b} with multiplication defined as follows: aa = bb = ab = ba = a. Let M = {0, a) and let 5 and M each have the 5-system closure. Then (M, y) is a projective object of MS and M is not a direct summand of S since (S -M) y ^ (S -M) U {0}. Since a free object of MS must be a coproduct of copies of S it follows that M is not a direct summand of any free object. PROPOSITION Proof. Let {α ; : (M h y ; )-> (M, y) | /E /}be a family of subobjects of (M,y). Since α y monic Φ Λf, =Imα ; , for each jEJ we take M' = Π {Im α y I / E /}, a set-theoretic intersection of subsets of M. For each / E/, let βj\ M'-^Imα y be the natural inclusion map. Then M' is an (S, x)-set and β i is an S-map for each jEJ. Let y 1 be the system induced on M' by the family {β } \ j E /}. Let α: M'^Mbe the natural inclusion map. Then a: (M\ y')->(M, y) is the intersection of the subobjects {α y | / E /}. PROPOSITION 
MS fiαs Equalizers.

Proof. Let φ,θ:M 1 ->M 2 be morphisms, and let JB = {w E M 2 | φ(w)= θ(w)}. Then Equ(φ,θ) -(E,y e ), where y e is induced by the inclusion η: E-^M X .
The following Theorem follows from Theorem 23.8 [14] . THEOREM 
MS has the following properties: (a) MS is complete (in particular, MS has inverse limits). (b) MS has (multiple) pullbacks. (c) MS has inverse images.
From Theorems 10 and 18 and Proposition 15 we obtain the hypotheses of Theorem 23.12 [14] , and using the dual of Theorem 23.8 [14] we obtain the following THEOREM 
MS has the following properties: (a) MS is cocomplete (in particular, MS has direct limits). (b) MS has (multiple) pushouts. (c) MS has direct images. (d) MS has coequalizers. (e) MS has cointersections.
Properties of the horn functor MS -> MS.
THEOREM 20. For each pair of objects (M u 
= hom s (φ 9 θ)(f)
Indeed, it is true in any category that the corresponding construction yields a well defined set map. Thus, with hom s (φ, θ)(f) = θfφ> we have the following equations:
NOTATION. Since MS has an internal Horn functor, we will follow the practice of Herrlich and Strecker [14] and others and write it with a capital H. Also, we will suppress the subscript S when no confusion will result. PROPOSITION 
For any family {{M h y 7 ) | / E /} of objects of MS,
G MS >MS U V SET
Clearly this diagram commutes. By Propositions 15, 18, and 19 , MS is complete, cocomplete, locally small, and colocally small. By Proposition 26, G preserves limits. By Theorem 30.20 [14] , U has a left adjoint. Clearly V is faithful. The result follows from Theorem 28.12 [14] .
7.
The tensor product in MS. To complete the first diagram with a morphism σ, we make use of the fact that, by Theorem 27.3 [14] (η Ml , M 1 (g) M 2 ) is a universal map for M! with respect to Hom(M 2 , _ ).
DEFINITION. We denote the left adjoint of Hom(M, __): MS -> MS
Thus, there exists a unicjue σ E Horn (M 2 _® M 2 , M 3 ) such that <τ = Hom(M 2 , σ)i7 Ml i.e., σ = ση Mι . Note that σ makes the first diagram commute.
PROPOSITION 30. M ι (g)M 2 = {mi ® m 2 1 mi6 Mi, m 2 E M 2 } αnrf yi®y2 is the closure operation coinduced on Mi® M 2 fey ίfie family,
Then MC Mj(g)M 2 . Although F is not a covering family, we can form the coinduced closure, y as follows: is associative.
Proof. By Theorem 10 [17] it is enough to show that Horn{M X ®M 2 
Restriction and extension of scalars.
REMARKS. Let φ: (S, x)-» (5', JC') be a morphism of ideal systems;
i.e., φ(st)=φ(s)φ(t), for all s,tES, and φ(A x )C(φ(A)) x , for all ACS. Then any object (M', y') of MS' can be considered as an object of MS in the following manner: for each s E S, w'EM', define SM' = <p(s)w'. It is easy to verify that, with this S-set structure, (Λf', y') is an object of MS (the closure system y f does not change). This process is usually referred to as restriction of scalars. Let ξ' E Hom s (Mί, M' 2 ) . If we restrict scalars as described above, we can consider both objects M[ and M2 as objects of MS and then ξ f becomes an S-morphism with its S-map structure defined by the rule, ξ'(su') = ξ '(φ(s) u') for all s E S. Proof By Theorem 27.9 [14] , it is sufficient to show that the two set-valued bifunctors, hom s (E φ ___ , _) and hom s (__ , R φ _) are naturally isomorphic. Thus, let (M, y) be an object of MS and (M', y') be an object of MS', and define β: 
(M) = Hom s (R φ S',M) V objects (M,y) of MS [H Ψ (M) becomes an object of MS' by defining for each s' E S' and each σ
Proof. By Theorem 27.9 [14] , it is sufficient to show that the two set-valued bifunctors, hom s (R φ __, _) and hom s (_ , H ψ 
Proof. Let a: Mx
be defined by the rule:
Then a is 5-bilinear; hence, there exists an S-morphism ά: M®R φ M'^>R φ (E φ M®'M') such that the diagram commutes; i.e., ά(m 0m')= a (m,m') (E φ M(&' M' 2 ) is an S-monomorphism; hence, EφM (&' ξ: E φ M(&' M[-> E φ M(g) f M' 2 is an S'-monomorphism (since R φ is faithful).
9.
Monads and algebras in Λί{0,1}.
NOTATION. We shall denote the category M{0,1}, simply, 93. For any ideal system, (S, x), T: {0,1}->S will denote the map, τ(0) = 0, τ(l)= 1. Clearly τ is a morphism of ideal systems [{0,1} is given the obvious (s-system) closure system]. In the sequel we will denote R T S, simply, S. Proo/. The "unit," η, and the "multiplication," μ, make the following diagrams commute: 
